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ESPERIENZA
PROFESSIONALE

03/2017–alla data attuale Innovation Hub lead
E.ON Energia, Milano (Italia) 

 

In Innovation & product development team, we are designing, developing, prototyping, testing and fast
implementing solutions and services through business experiments to support and accelerate the 
adoption of a new mobility and a new way of living.

We are working with start-ups, universities & students, companies, districts, municipalities and regions
for accelerate the transformation of a sustainable mobility, a sustainable living with a parallel 
renewable energy development.

Expertise: Blue Ocean Strategy, Strategic agility, Design thinking, Lean Approach, Innovation lab, 
Business Model testing and validation via Business Experiments, Agile and Scrum.

07/2010–02/2017 Strategic Project Portfolio Manager
E.ON Business Services Gmbh, Hannover (Germania) 

 

In an international exciting group-wide team in Architecture & Projects unit, I'm supporting business 
changes to accomplish defined and strategic goals based on country customer requirements.

Main goal is to define strategies, plans and road-maps; steer projects and programs focus on the 
changes coming from customers, regulator conditions, market innovations and company 
transformations.

Steer portfolio of projects and programs focus on the changes coming from customers, regulator 
conditions, market innovations and company transformations.

Accountable for project portfolio in Mediterranean, Western and Central Eastern Europe customers

Manage the portfolio according to company strategy and business needs

Keep portfolio data up to date and aligned with Management Board and Managing Directors of the 
subsidieries regional and central. 

PPM lead for Shared projects.

12/2010–12/2015 fondatore e proprietario
Par.co Fashion, Bergamo (Italia) 

 

Sustainable fashion represents an approach to the design, sourcing and manufacture of clothing 
which maximizes benefits to people and communities while minimizing the impact on the 
environment.

Choosing natural, organic and innovative fibers combined with major changes in the production chain,
we significantly reduced water consumption and removed chemicals substances dangerous for 
people and for the environment. Natural fibers like Organic cotton grown in certified farms.
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Organic cotton is then spinned, weaved, warped and dyed on historical looms in Japan, country with 
high environmental requisites and in Italy by certified firms, GOTS, OEKO-TEX, SA8100, and that 
signed Greenpeace Fashion Detox Commitment.

Products are then cut and sewn in NorthItaly by Italian craftsmen with 3 family-generation of denim 
production experience.

Eco-Washes and treatments are done by innovative Italian laundries with ice, natural resins and with 
Eco-aging, a natural and 100% biodegradable treatment that permit to substitute dangerous 
"sandblasting" with a vegetable and eco-sustainable compost.

Branded buttons and rivets are nickel free
done in "historical buttons district" in Bergamo

As a results of our R&D team, we introduced
a new line with custom patterns laser workings and have each pair of Jeans unique receiving singular 
treatments.

More: https://bit.ly/2SZVG3u

ISTRUZIONE E FORMAZIONE

02/2015–02/2015 Agile v3 Scrum Master
TÜV SÜD Akademie GmbH

2008–2009 ITIL(R) V3 Certificate
TÜV SÜD Akademie GmbH

Scienze Statistiche
Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca, Milano (Italia) 

1990–1995 Elettrotecnica, telecomunicazioni e sistemi
Istituto Tecnico G. Marconi, Dalmine (Italia) 
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